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About This Software
3D Organon Anatomy is an interactive human anatomy application featuring all 15 body systems. 3D Organon unfolds life-like
high resolution 3D models covering every aspect of the human body. It features an extensive knowledge-base of anatomical
definitions with the terminology based on the official Terminologia Anatomica.
The application delivers accurate visual and textual information, immediate response time, and intuitive navigation. It satisfies
the highest standards of medical and scientific accuracy. All anatomical definitions and clinical correlations are written by
professors of anatomy and medical professionals.
The new STEAM version of the app includes the human ‘Actions’ module, with animations of joints and bones. This update
brings you more stunning features, such as multiple workspaces, a live anatomy annotation tool during navigation, a unique
topographic anatomy layout, help tutorials, and visualization of anatomy with incredible detail.
Game changer multi-user anatomy trainer
The new ‘Network’ module allows STEAM users to join multi-user online training sessions created by subscribed educators and
institutions. The new awesome virtual anatomy trainer enables you to attend online anatomy lessons and communicate with your
teacher and peers in real-time with voice and chat messages. The new module is cross platform, setting no barriers for users
joining a session with any supported device (VR and non-VR). Get in touch with us at prosupport@3dorganon.com for more
details.
Who is 3D Organon Anatomy for?
The app is designed to suit a range of individuals from medical and allied-health students, to patients, artists, and curious minds.
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It helps students grasp the challenging subject of anatomy, but it is also easily understood by laypeople without a medical
background. The upgrade to an Enterprise license grants access to advanced teaching tools that could complement any anatomy
curriculum. Educators and healthcare professionals can now visualize and explore anatomy as never before.
THIS IS THE DESKTOP VERSION OF 3D ORGANON ANATOMY
Why 3D Organon Anatomy is the most motivating anatomy app?

Amazing life-like high detail graphics for better user experience
Visualize anatomy using the latest 3D technologies
Join multi-user anatomy training sessions created by subscribed educators and institutions
Skeletal system and joints animations without an additional cost!
Start understanding anatomy within minutes
You can add and subtract whole body systems on your screen at once
Unique topographic anatomy layout: you can select from regional body systems and view the systems of interest,
excluding others
Switch between customized workspaces for quicker anatomy model access
Real-time identification of anatomy — hover mouse pointer on a structure during navigation and an annotation will show
up (without clicking)
Hundreds of pages of anatomical definitions and medical texts are included
New help menu with explainer video tutorials
Take notes related to a selected structure and make drawings layered on top of the presentation view
Study from hundreds of preconfigured scenes based on popular anatomical views found in anatomy atlases and
textbooks
The developer of 3D Organon Anatomy has been awarded as the ‘Startup of the Year’ in the prestigious iAwards contest
organized by the Australian Information Industry Association. Our team is also behind the world’s first fully-featured virtual
reality anatomy atlas — the award-winning app 3D Organon VR Anatomy.
3D Organon Anatomy includes detailed male and female models. It features all body systems: Skeletal, Connective, Muscular,
Arterial, Venous, Nervous, Lymphatic, Heart, Respiratory, Digestive, Endocrine, Urinary, Reproductive, Sensory organs, and
Integumentary/skin.
Awesome features

Rotate, Pan, and Zoom in/out functions
Double tap to select and focus on a structure
Use navigation panel for quick view of all positions of human model
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Hide or Fade selected structures
Save your models in Favorites for later reference
Discover Lock mode — a powerful tool enabling you to operate on user-defined structures and body systems
Single- and Multi-select modes
Beautiful symmetry of human organs and structures that make the learning experience easy and appealing
Realistic X-ray mode (Fade others button)
Live search tool
Listen to anatomical terminology in English
Isolate view of any selected structure(s)
Addition/subtraction buttons for displaying muscles into layers, from deep to superficial
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Title: 3D Organon Anatomy
Genre: Education
Developer:
Medis Media
Publisher:
Medis Media
Release Date: 21 Jun, 2017
b4d347fde0
Minimum:
OS: Windows 7
Processor: Intel Core i3 | AMD FX-6100
Memory: 4 GB RAM
Graphics: DirectX 11 compatible card with a least 1.5GB video ram, Screen resolution 1280x768
DirectX: Version 11
Storage: 2 GB available space
Sound Card: DirectX 11 compatible sound card
Additional Notes: 2-button optical scroll mouse required

English
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Some weird reverse time thing where your heroes get weaker each map, is not what was expected.. Really fun, simple "HD
Remake" of Battle City. Delivers what it promised. You can do worse or $5!. Great game. Towards the end can get kind of
tedious, but there are different scenarios that you can play to mix it up. 8.5/10. A game that is as much about watching yourself
as it is about avoiding obstacles. Heavily recommended if you can muster the attention span necessary for longer runs.. I adore
the characters and writing in this universe - yes it is a very short game, but it was a perfect treat for my afternoon and my money
feels well-spent since I hope to see more frog detective cases in the future!!. Quite a fun puzzle game. The VR aspect really felt
well used, and definitely added to the experience. Currently stuck about 2\/3 of the way through, but i'm definitely enjoying the
challenge.. I love Ezio, I love AC!
. I thought in my offline hours I would enjoy this game, even with the mixed reviews. Got bored after three levels.
It is almost impossible to figure out the 'correct' way to do it to get three stars, and even more difficult to do it precisely, within
the allotted time.
In the end I just ended up frastrated at the precision required to complete a level.
If you are looking for this type of extreme precision, by all means, get it. It just wasn't for me.. A Good Laugh, cheap and
occasionaly frustrating but the physics and crashes make you smile
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commandos as you remember it :). You need to download this first : https:\/\/www.opensceneryx.com\/ then install the airport
from steam , its all works well. Having said that, you do need a very high end PC. 10 series nvidia \/ I5 at least \/ 8gb min ideally
an SSD drive too.
Is it worth \u00a313 , maybe not , but it does look good.. I have just tried this out, as a matter of fact, I'm writing this review
inside of the application. So far it seems pretty solid. The multi-windows view mode works fine except for the fact when I want
to view windows on my second desktop. When either selecting new desktop windows, or new desktop shard and click desktop 2
the application crashes. Everything does however work on desktop 2. I enjoyed using the note feature which allowed me to
create a little sticky note where I could put anywhere I wanted. The camera passthrough mode is also a nice addition. Overall it
seems that this application is very customizable from wallpapers to models. It also has this cool little feature in the settings tab
where you can use your controller as a magnifying glass so when you're far away from the monitor it makes text and desktop a
little bigger so you can read what's on the screen. There is also a feature to browse your filesystem. So far the app seems to work
very fine. Other applications such as big screen, and a few others use on average more resouces then this program does. On
average for me, it uses around 5% of my CPU. I7-4790k. Moving windows inside the virtual enviroment is intuitive. It also has
various different default scenes you can pick from. Considering this application is free, I would at least recommend trying it out
and see how it works for you. This program unlike some others seems to work for me so far despite low time played.. This game
is beautiful, charming and relaxing. The story is very interesting.
You are a cat-like creature, you can jump from high places and hate water. You wake up on your 15th birthday, everybody is
gone and you need to find out what happened. The game rewards you if you are observant and explore every corner of the map.
At the moment only the first map is available and few primary quests can be completed, but a big content update is planned in
few weeks.
For an early alpha it is very polished, controls are very good. The developer is one of the nicest people here on steam.
I definitely recommend this game 10\/10.. You get what you paid for, 5K achievements at minimum price. If you\u2019re an
achievement hunter looking to increase the number of achievements on your profile showcase, then I highly recommend buying
this. Else don\u2019t waste your money. This is not a game, it\u2019s just a way of distributing achievements.. I can get over
the horrible typos so long as the game works, but it doesn't. To make things worse, it is obvious that not much game testing has
been done yet in the game either. What put me over the edge was being stuck in an endless loop due to the developers forgetting
to add a self switch, or any switch at all. I have made a video game with RPG Maker before, and while I appriciate the change
from the usual rpg graphics, you need to set the passability of your tiles. Being able to clip through almost everything on the
world map makes even the smallest walks cumbersome. The premise here is good, and it might be decent in a couple of months,
but currently, I cannot recommend this game and have requested a refund.. I would really like to play this game, but all I get
when I start is a black screen. What are causes of that?. I cannot say how much I love this game and how I wish it could go on
forever. It's such a happy little piece about something that's usually sad for a lot of people: letting go and moving on.
10/10 would ghost again. I got it for free with pre-order. Awesome pack and all 9 bucks is pushing it IMO tho for something
that should've been in the base game, but if you're really into the game, buy it 100% buy it. If you just mess around with the
game and don't play often, I would forget about it for now.
It is shady stuff to release day 1 DLC I need to say that. Stuff that is already done before you release a game, should be in the
game, not charged extra. You already do not have that many leaders to start out with in the first place. This should've been in the
game. F*** you guys for doing this.. VR REVIEW: Really great physics and just figured out today that you can do local
multiplayer, which really makes this a great party game. It feels like real bowling and i'm just so happy that we have this on vr.
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